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Wizcon 7, Version 7.02  

Release Notes  

Introduction 

This document includes updated information for Wizcon 7 for Windows Version 

7.02. The information in this document contains late breaking changes and additions 

to Wizcon7.02. 

What’s New 

Listed below are some of the new or improved features in Wizcon 7.02 for Windows.  

� Force end user name 

� Enhancements 

� Chart printing note 

� Solved problems 

Force End User Name 

This feature allows you to log the name of the user who force ended an alarm. If you 

use this option, then you can not see the user name who Acknowledged the alarm. 

This information appears in the historical data. 

In the Events Summaries the field called Ack Id was changed to User, and will be 

used for both End operation and Ack operation. 

A new field was added to the Events Summaries called Force End. The Force End 

field helps the user to know whether the name that appears in the User field is the 

name of the person who ended or acknowledged the Alarm. In case that the two 

operations were done, the End operation will replace the Ack one. The same 

information will appear in the history files. 

 To define the Force End Summary properties: 

From the All containers section of the Wizcon Application Studio, right-click on 

Events Summaries and select properties from the Popup menu. The Events 

Summaries Properties dialog opens. 

Check (����) the Show Force End User option. This will implement the new 

feature. 
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Unchecked is the default option. Default option causes the behavior to remain as 

it is today, so that only the user who acked the alarm will appear in the User field. 

Or add manually the ALERT_END_USER_ABOVE_ACK tuning parameter to the 

Wiztune.dat file. 

Restart Wizcon to implement the feature. 

Enhancements 

The following enhancements were added to this version: 

1. Number of DDE Blocks in Wizcon DDE Client was increased from 20 up to 100.  

2. HTML support in Report. This feature allows the user who defines Report to load 

an existing HTML file as the base for the report form. A new Button was added 

to the report definition Dialog ‘Import HTML…’. After pressing the button select 

any HTML file that you want to use as a template, this HTML file can be 

anywhere on your system and should be created in advance using any standard 

HTML editor. When you select a file and confirm, it will appear in the Report 

Definition Form window. Now you can add Wizcon report fields that you want. 

When you are done save the report and exit. 

To produce a report, use the REP.EXE report generator and give a file name 

ending with HTML as your output file.  

3. A new icon for Insert Picture has been added to the Drawing Tool Bar in Image. 

This allows the user to insert pictures of JPG and BMP type, into the Image. This 

replaces the menu item ‘Insert Picture’, in the Edit menu. In addition, support for 

ILS files were added for the Pictures. 

4. New tuning parameters HOTBACKUP_UPDATE_ALARMS and 

HOTBACKUP_UPDATE_TAGS to control the update of the backup/master. 

These parameters can be used in case that sampling the all database is faster than 

having the other station doing the update. 

Default is YES.  

Set this parameter manually in Wiztune.dat file. 

5. New tuning parameter option for Event summary double click operation. If you 

set ANN_DOUBLE_CLICK to TAG=TAGNAME then when the user double-

clicks on an alarm in the Event Summary, the alarm Id is written to the tag 

TAGNAME and no other action is taken. The tag type must be unsigned-32 and 

no space allowed between TAG= and TAGNAME. This feature can be used in an 

add on that wishes to know that a user has double-clicked on an alarm and modify 

the alarm status such as zone or severity. This affects all Events Summary in the 

application. 

Set this parameter manually in Wiztune.dat file. 

6. The shared file MFC42.DLL is installed to the system directory. If a newer 

version of this file exists on your system, then it will not be overwritten. This will 

avoid problems with Visual Basic add on. 

7. The file WIZVBAPI.DLL is installed with Wizcon and not only with the Toolkit.  

8. It is now possible to have User definition and Single Tag dialog access in Run-

time. Two new buttons are available in the Quick Access bar to activate these 

dialogs. The visibility of these buttons, as other buttons, can be controlled 

through menu authorization. Note that existing applications may need some 

modification, if you do not wish these buttons to be available to the user. 
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9. The Quick Access bar can have two sizes; Big icons 32x32 pixels or small icons 

16x16 pixels. The default is now large icons. To switch between sizes double-

click the left mouse button on the title bar of the Quick Access bar, while you 

hold down the shift key. The size of the icons changes on-line and is saved as part 

of other Studio settings. Icon size is the same for all Wizcon applications running 

on the same PC. As a result of changing the icon sizes the number of row and 

columns may change also. Resize the Quick Access bar to fit your needs. 

10. In the Image when a user press the left mouse button, to activate a trigger, the 

image stops updating until the mouse is released. While for most button this OK, 

for momentary trigger it prevents implementation of some functionality. For 

instance you can advance a counter while the mouse is down, based of some 

condition in Wizcon language or in the PLC, but it will not have any effect in 

Image, so it is not possible to know when to stop. 

To overcome this situation a new tuning parameter was added called: 

IMG_STOP_UPDATE_ON_TRG 

The default action is YES, like it work in Wizcon 7.01. If you set this parameter 

(you need to do this manually in WIZTUNE.DAT file) to NO, the Image will be 

updated with all dynamic changed while the mouse is still down. 

 

Caution: If you encounter problems in Image refresh (dynamic and alarm 

objects) while pressing and holding down triggers, disable this option. 

11. The standard Windows program behavior when doing multi selection of object is 

that only objects that are fully contains in the rectangle of the selection, will be 

selected. Wizcon, in Image, so far selected also objects that only partly contains 

in the selection rectangle. Starting from this version Wizcon multi selection is as 

Windows standard.  

If you wish to have the old mode of multi selection set the tuning parameter 

IMG_MULTI_SELECT_IF_ALL to NO. You need to set it manually in the 

WIZTUNE.DAT file the default is YES. 

Chart Printing Note 

Chart printing is performed by a Print Screen operation. This method requires that the 

Chart will be fully displayed on screen and not be obscured by other Windows, such 

as the Popup. For automatic printing, using macro, Wizcon will open a Chart Window 

for a small period of time just to perform the printing. The chart will be placed as the 

Top Most window and be closed after printing. This procedure attempts to make sure 

that the chart is fully visible, but can not guarantee it. Avoid using Top Most 

windows while performing automatic printing. 

The Chart Data Box is not being printed. If you place the Data Box over the chart 

window it will be printed but may not always contain the valid information. 

Solved Problems 

The following problems were solved in this version: 

1. Windows 95 running problems with Wizcon Language, Report and too many 

open Image Windows. Due to resource limitations, the number of concurrent 

Image windows is limited between 5-10. Please note that fewer Image windows 

can be opened concurrently when more resources are used simultaneously.  

2. Counting of dummy Tags by Wpack (W7SPR 105). 
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3. Problems running Wizcon Language when using long paths for the applications 

(W7SPR 103). 

4. Problem with long file names in application setup (W7SPR 104). 

5. Export Tags database to a GLS file does not work well with "All communication 

drivers" clicked in tag List (W7SPR 075). 

6. Number of DDE Blocks in Wizcon DDE Client was increased from 20 up to 100. 

And can not add more in the Studio (W7SPR 073).   

7. Compound tag defaults in Tag definition dialog in Studio. The constants for 

compound tags should be 1 instead of 0. 

8. Compound fields problem in Report. In Report, it is possible to define a 

compound field with only one gate. 

9. Wizcon windows show full path in title bar instead of name only. (It now shows 

name only). 

10. Save Authorization in Chart. Allows saving chart in case of changes with only 

appropriate authorization. 

11. Hebrew support for Text Table in Image. 

12. In a Hot-Backup configuration using TCP/IP, if the LAN connection between 

Master and Backup is broken, the Backup switches to Active mode. However, 

after the LAN connection is recovered, the Backup does not switch back to 

passive mode (WSPR082). 

 

To fix this problem a new mechanism in now used to detect such situations. 

When the communication is restored the Backup station will become passive 

again and the information in it will be updated from the Master station. You can  

change this behavior using a new tuning parameter called 

NET_HOTBACKUP_UPDATE_STATION  (add it manually to the 

Wiztune.dat file). This parameter works on the Backup station only, it will 

be ignored if used on the Master station. 
Default: The Master station updates the Backup. 

 

This parameter defines which station will be updated after communication error. 

If user defines NET_HOTBACKUP_UPDATE_STATION = BACKUP, the 

Backup station will be updated, which is the default. 

If user defines NET_HOTBACKUP_UPDATE_STATION = MASTER, the Master 

station will be updated.  

 

Caution: It is not advisable to use Update of Master station because it can cause 

duplication of the Master history files. 

After changing value of parameter, restart Wizcon Backup station. 

13. RAS Update in TCP/IP (W7SPR 054 / WnSPR 166).  

14. IP Address appears instead of stations name with RAS Communication network 

(WnSPRs 167 / 169). 

 

 

Note: (for items 12,13 and 14) 

On network applications, it is strongly recommended to use WizPro 7.02 on all 

stations (due to changes in TCP/IP mechanism, RAS support, and due to 

Master/Backup communication error handling). If your user uses Master/Backup 
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configuration (NetBios or TCP/IP) – all stations should run 7.02. 

If you don’t use Master/Backup configuration, it is possible also to work with 

TCP/IP from 5.24 Service Pack. In case of NetBios without Master/Backup there 

are no changes in 7.02 comparatively to previous versions. 

15. New path in recipe. This solves the problem of if one set a new path for recipe 

and then restarts Wizcon, the new path was ignored and did not appear in paths' 

list. Wizcon set the default path again instead of the new path (W7SPR 090). 

16. WizPro might return wrong gate value when Wiz5GetGateVal is called. When 

this API is used with WGGV_SYNC mode, it does not always read from the 

PLC. This is valid and documented behavior, but sometimes there is a need to 

force reading from the PLC unconditionally. To satisfy this, a new mode was 

added to the API called WGGV_FORCE_READ. Definition for the new constant 

was added to the WizDef.h header file that is located in the Wizcon Toolkit. 

(WSPR 717). 

17. Digital filter for digital PLC tag does not filter temporary changes in the tag value 

(W7SPR 087). 

18. "RECIPEPERGATE" or "Process each value according to its Tag" problem 

(W7SPR 086). 

19. Alert locking problem. The problem occurs when you open a chart that takes a 

long time to load historical data, and at the same time you open an historical 

Events Summary that, again, may take a long time to load.  

20. Network message support in Visual basic. The message WIZ_NET_MSG is now 

supported by WizPro Client Control (OCX). 

21. Tags in Image are not updated while using "Trigger test on move" and 

CloseWindow macros (W7SPR94). 

22. Problem with the resize window symbol <−> (W7SPR128). 

23. Chart is printed black when the background is set to white (W7SPR133). 

24. To solve a problem in chart when the description is over the scale it may be 

overlap with the number. A new tuning parameter 

CHART_SCALE_EXTRA_WIDTH can be used to increase the width of the scale. 

The count is of characters usually a value of 1 or 2 is enough.  

25. Charts are not printed correctly when sent to Printer (W7SPR92). 

26. Wizcon Application Studio locks up (W7SPR91). 

27. The arrow in the drawing tool sometimes cancels Trigger mode and sometimes 

not (W7SPR69). 

28. The MFC42.DLL file is installed to the system directory. This helps avoid 

problems with add ons (mostly Visual Basic) that use this file. 

29. Cluster instance name was not saved in the Image if defined in Object definition 

dialog. This caused the Image Find function not to find the cluster instance. Due 

to the nature of the problem only new instances will be found now (W7SPR126). 

30. Can not define a tag with record to history more than 1000 sec returns 1000 sec. 

(W7SPR119). 

31. The Cancel button in saving a Chart operation does not work (W7SPR122). 

32. When you select one or more tags from the tags list in Wizcon Studio and after 

this try to open the "Communication drivers" dialog via Main Menu�Design�
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Communication drivers, you received the error message: NOT ENOUGH 

MEMORY (WSPR101). 

33. Login com-box is not always on top when using log-in macro or Login button for 

the Quick Access bar (W7SPR124). 

34. WizSetEnv API causes the system to crash in VB 5.0 (W7SPR118). 

35. WizDDES does not function correctly with integer numbers. Conversion for 

national settings now is performed only for float (W7SPR114). 

36. DDE Block transfer limited to 196 digits (W7SPR71). 

37. DDE link can write out of tag limits. If data from DDE is out of tag limits, data 

will not be accepted by Wizcon, no messages appear in DDE Server (W7SPR59). 

38. The call to the API Wiz5GateForceLogEx stops the recording of tags. 

(W7SPR83). 

39. WizPro memory leak when using "Wiz5GateForceLogEx( )" API (W7SPR116). 

40. Changing API's program on VB5 and then trying to run the program again results 

in run-time error 48 (W7SPR55). 

41. API functions for VB are Wiz5.... but should be Wiz... (W7SPR45). 

42. Momentary trigger not functioning in cluster object (W7SPR57). 

43. Image is blank when reloading it after disabling "edit" and "navigator" modes. 

(W7SPR46). 

44. Non-existing error in macro is reported in ERRORS.DAT file (W7SPR120). 

45. Invisible dynamic object (SHOW parameter) marks trigger hand on object when 

pressing tab (W7SPR009 /W7SPR010). 

46. Image not in focus when is loaded from the Studio (W7SPR044). 

47. Font style is lost while saving Image as ASCII (W7SPR099). 

48. Values are not updated in EXCEL while using the formula 

"=WIZCON|TAG!"TAG-Name" with WIZDDES. (W7SPR074). To fix this 

problem a new tuning parameter was added called WIZDDES_TOPIC_NAME. To 

use TAG as topic name you should add to Wiztune.dat string: 

WIZDDES_TOPIC_NAME = TAG  

Parameter is not case sensitive.  

Default topic name remains GATE. 

49. DDE link skips last characters for a string gate (W7SPR60). 

50. Problem with reading the DBF files in Excel. DBF files expect to have language 

characters start at ASCII 128 while Windows starts at 224. Up to this version 

Wizcon used the Windows standard (224) and this lead to problems in reading 

DBF files (Tags or Alarms when using VFI5CB ). Starting from this version the 

files are written as expected (128). To enable reading of old DBF files by Wizcon 

itself one should use the new tuning parameter NEW_DBF_DATE to set the date 

from which on Wizcon is expected to read the files as new format. It should be 

used as: 

NEW_DBF_DATE =ddmmyyyy 

If it does not exist Wizcon assume all files, including history, are in new format. 

Note that on the day that you make the transition the data will partly valid. It is 

best to make the change on midnight. 

51. Macro LoadImage with space in Image name failed.  
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52. Date-text objects in Image disappear after refreshing the Image. This occurs when 

one set the date format to any type of 4 digits, for example: DDMMYYYY 

(W7SPR110). 

53. The /CALL command line did not work in WIZSQL 

54. New plug for HINSTALL 3.63 driver solves problems with HP printers 

(WNSPR149). 

55. Hebrew support for Alarm/Tag history from the Event Summery/History Viewer, 

and Alarm/Tag list exported to the printer. 

56. In an application, alarm objects are defined in two images. Wizcon language 

switches between these two images via macros of close/open window. After 

working for a few hours, one can see that alarms object on the images, stop to 

blink. This means that these objects stop to be updated with the status of the 

relevant alarms (W7SPR132). 

57. When testing a Button Trigger Object, Wizcon hangs if you press <Enter> 

(W7SPR112). 

58. In order to fix some printing problems with special language characters, a new 

parameter is added to the Wiztune.dat file called PRINTER_FORMAT. This 

parameter permits the user to select WINDOWS or DOS according to the printer 

that he uses. Some printers treat these characters as DOS  (starting at 128 ASCII) 

and others as Windows (starting at 224 ASCII). Add this parameter manually 

Default: DOS 

59. WizPro ignores the wizpro.txt file for user defined communication error alarm 

(W7SPR84). 

60. Using alerts ALS files cause to loosing "action on alert" definitions (W7SPR38). 

61. Recipes are not shown in the list of recipes if defined trough the Access bar 

(W7SPR36). 

62. Using Gates names with an underscore can cause problems with alert names 

(W7SPR41). 

63. Deleting communication blocks not possible  (W7SPR67). 

64. Chart created in 5.24 will not work in 7.01 (W7SPR117). 

65. WizQueryLayout API function retrieve RC=9. (W7SPR40) 

Note that WizQueryLayout and WizLoadLayout APIs support only layout names 

up to 8 characters (without path). For full path name use WizQueryLayoutEx and 

WizLoadLayoutEx APIs. (Support for these APIs in Visual Basic will be 

available in next version) 

66. When defining both trigger and dynamic on object, removing trigger is impossible 

(W7SPR93). 

67. Changing Tag name defined as Dynamic, is impossible  (W7SPR127) 

68. You can not change the font style (of any text type) from text tool-bar, if the text 

object is defined to be dynamic (W7SPR79). 

69. WizGateForceLogEx API is now supported in Visual Basic  

70. Correction of terminology errors in Alarm definition (German version only). 

71. Problem with the Grid activation icon (W7SPR100). 

72. Family definition allows both uppercase and lowercase letters (W7SPR039). 
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73. The menu bar doesn't change in windows according to the authorization when 

changing the user (W7SPR115). 

74. Wizcon Image window hangs when trying to define text object as cluster 

(W7SPR125). 

75. Deleted multilanguage files do not refresh correctly and do not print image text. 

Note that you still need to open all Images and resave them so all multilanguage 

text from Image will be updated (W7SPR129). 

76. Templates from Wizcon 7.01 CD-ROM can not be installed (W7SPR102). 

77. Problem of the display of the station properties in the On line Help (W7SPR107). 

78. WIZ_MAXCHANGEDELAY tuning parameter does not work.  Any value of this 

parameter was ignored and always default value (48 messages) was used instead. 

This parameter works properly now.  

79. Backup station does not force writing tag values into to Master while it switched 

off (relevant only for manual mode only) (W7SPR131).  

80. In Windows 95, after creating, Reports, Recipes Models, and Recipes do not show 

in Studio lists. 

81. The INSERT PICTURE option in the EDIT Mode of an Image does not work and 

the text is in English and not in German. Use the ICON in the Drawing tools to 

insert a picture (W7SPR130). 

82. Problems with True Color (32Bits) occur when saving Image as Bitmap and when 

creating a new cluster library. In both cases the Bitmap or the Icon in the cluster 

library are blank. In some cases these operations lead Wizcon to crash on the 

operation or afterwards. 

83. Defining values range of a new Tag and completing the definition dialog by 

pressing ENTER, the values that you defined are ignored (W7SPR096). 

84. Historical alarms are not printed or are printed twice (W7SPR025). 

85. When you define a chart's reference graph using manual source, Wizcon crashes 

when you select the Source Parameter List box field, and then try to enter value 

by clicking the reference graph (W7SPR028). 

86. Report printer definition enters into action just after restarting Wizcon or after 

Alarm printer definition (W7SPR034). 

87. Recipes cannot be deleted through Wizcon (W7SPR035). 

88. Recipes are not shown in the list of recipes if defined trough the Access bar 

(W7SPR036). 

89. Extra set of quotation marks (“ ”) appear in the save macro definition 

(W7SPR077).  

90. Single gate window shows two additional letters for an 8-character user 

(W7SPR056). 

91. Find Tag By Name in the Multiple Tags Exerciser does not work. The message 

'Error while searching the list' appears even if the tag exists in the 

list.(W7SPR113). 

92. The conversion utility CSV2GLS does not work correctly on tags defined as 

record on 'UPDATE' (W7SPR123). 
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93. Critical error occurs when performing "Save-As" to an *.ILS file, to image, which 

contains "Bottom to Top" text object (W7SPR049). 

94. Wizcon crashes when building an Image. If you select the trigger mode during the 

definition of dynamic in an object, Wizcon crashes (W7SPR121). 

95. Image save dialog is opened for not authorized user. 

96. New tuning parameter ASSIST_HELP_BUTTON. Controls if a Help button will 

be in the assist dialog. Default is yes. Need to restart Wizcon. You need to 

manually enter the tuning parameter to the WIZTUNE.DAT file. 

97. New tuning parameter ASSIST_PRINT_BUTTON. Controls if a Print button will 

be in the assist dialog. Default is yes. Need to restart Wizcon. You need to 

manually enter the tuning parameter to the WIZTUNE.DAT file. 

98. In Event Summary window Double click is available for non authorized user. 

99. Horizontal scroll bar is missing in Text table dialog, can not see long strings. 

100. New tuning parameters to set the font of Event summary.  

ANN_FONTNAME=FontName  and ANN_FONTSIZE=FontSize. Both of these 

parameters need to be set, if one is missing then Wizcon will use the system 

default font, as was before. If the Font Name does not exist, or if the size is not 

appropriate, Windows will use the default setting to create a font. Note that the 

font setting applies also for the Pop up. You need to manually enter the tuning 

parameters to the WIZTUNE.DAT file. 

101. Error reading ILS file on MATRIX token with small numbers of exponential 

format (e.g. 2.2332e-005) 

102. Texts may have wrong size after loading ILS file 

103. After using the Insert tool selection, trigger mode will show the Insert cursor. 

104. The total number of Alarms the Image can handle increased to 3000 (was 1000). 

This prevents alarm object from responding incorrectly when many alarms are 

active. 

105. Sometimes the trigger properties of a group object are lost. (Usually with 

dynamic object). 

106. Access violation error related to Multilanguage support. 

107. Access violation error when exiting Wizcon while Font Definition dialog is 

open. 

108. Zone field is empty in the Macro Load Image when reentering macro definition. 

109. Keyboard shortcuts CTRL-C(COPY) and CTRL-V(PASTE) not working in 

Image. In some edit fields these shortcuts do not work also (W7SPR064). 

110. Popup menu appears when a user without any login permission clicks the right 

mouse button on the image (W7SPR142). 

111. Saving image after Moving objects to active layer does not save the change 

(W7SPR135). 

112. The Text tool is kept pressed after change text operation, while the cursor is in 

selection mode. 

113. The list of drivers in the communication wizard is not sorted. 
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114. When deleting the DLL's of an already defined driver, the next time you start 

Wizcon, you will receive garbage in the Communication Driver Name column. 

(W7SPR141). 

115. Media player object is not definable in Windows 95 (W7SPR81). 

116. UserLogin window and application studio window appear together  If you define 

a macro to make UserLogin, then when macro is executed it brings the UserLogin 

window and the application studio window as well. (W7SPR136). 

117. New tuning parameter IMG_CLUSTER_LEFT_DRAGDROP to control the 

mouse button that is used to drag and drop cluster from library. Setting the 

parameter to NO will enable the right button to control the drag and drop, as was 

in previous versions. Add this parameter manually to the WIZTUNE.DAT file. 

The default is YES. 

118. Wizcon Language does not accept negative values (W7SPR139).  

119. When canceling custom color selection, after double click on color, the previous 

color is not restored. 

120. Because of Windows limitation, text can not have a transparent color, for the 

text itself not the background. If transparent color is selected to text the resulting 

color is unpredictable (depends on the last line color used). To avoid this 

problem, text with transparent color will now be drawn with the color set for the 

Image background. 

121. The ampersand sign (&) is not displayed in Event Summary or Popup when used 

in alarm text. 

122. A conflict between the saved Image and the captured Image. When the image, 

with the toolbar active, is captured into a layout and this layout is then assigned to 

a user who is not the default user, the image will be loaded with the toolbar, when 

this user logs in, even if the image was saved without the toolbar (W7SPR146). 

123. ALT-F4 shuts down all Wizcon Windows and Wizcon regardless of Wizcon 

users’ authorization (W7SPR089). 

Note that you need to disable the system menu in Event Summary, Chart and 

Data Viewer to prevent the ALT-F4 from closing the window event if the EXIT 

menu is not available. 


